
The Snow Angel, Angela McAllister, Red Fox, 1995, 0099502615, 9780099502616, . Elsa thinks her
little brother imagines seeing a snow angel until she meets the angel herself.. 
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The Wind Garden , Angela McAllister, 1994, , 32 pages. .

Harry and the Snow King , Ian Whybrow, Adrian Reynolds, 1997, , 32 pages. When Harry's long
awaited snowfall turns out to be a meager dusting, he carefully gathers the snow and fashions a tiny
snow king only to have it disappear when he goes inside ....

George Washington's teeth , Deborah Chandra, Madeleine Comora, 2005, Biography &
Autobiography, . A rollicking rhyme portrays George Washington's lifelong struggle with bad teeth. A
timeline taken from diary entries and other nonfiction sources follows..

Look at Me, Grandma! , Valerie Mendes, Nov 1, 2001, , 32 pages. A visit from his grandmother and
dreams of a great-uncle he never knew help prepare Jamie for his role as big brother to the new
baby who is about to arrive from the hospital..

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer. ILLUSTRATED. : Illustrated by True Williams (Mobi Classics) ,
Mark Twain, 2008, , 197 pages. The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, by Mark Twain, is a popular 1876
novel about a young boy growing up in the Antebellum South on the Mississippi River in the fictional
town of St ....

Snow pumpkin , Carole Lexa Schaefer, Sep 1, 2000, Juvenile Fiction, 40 pages. When it snows in
October, two friends build a snowman using a pumpkin as its head..

A Really Good Snowman , Daniel J. Mahoney, Oct 17, 2005, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Jack does
not always appreciate his little sister's assistance, but comes to understand why she likes helping
when she needs an extra set of paws to build her entry in the ....

The Whales' Song , Dyan Sheldon, Aug 1, 1998, Children's stories, 32 pages. Perfect mini picture
books to collect and to treasure. Her grandmother's tales of the beautiful, enchanting whales' song
that once filled the ocean leads Lily on a wondrous ....

Jesus' Christmas Party , Nicholas Allan, 2011, , 32 pages. Tells the story of the birth of Jesus from
the viewpoint of the innkeeper..

The Tide Turner , Angela McAllister, Oct 11, 2007, , 192 pages. Cal is a Silvertail. She never knew
her mother, Sylla, and does not know that with her dying breath Sylla bequeathed her daughter the
power of the Merrows - the means to battle ....

Little Red Train: Busy Day , Benedict Blathwayt, Nov 23, 2009, Juvenile Fiction, 48 pages. All
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aboard! The Little Red Train is in for a very busy day. There's post to deliver, rails and sleepers for
the new track, a flock of sheep for Hilltop Farm, and lots of ....

Snow day , Daniel Peddle, Jan 11, 2000, Science, 32 pages. A little boy builds a snowman one
winter day.

Katherine Paterson's international fame rests not only on her widely acclaimed novels but also on
her efforts to promote literacy in the U.S. and abroad. A two-time winner of the Newbery Medal and
the National Book Award, she was the 1998 recipient of the Hans Christian Andersen Medal and
was recently given the Governor's Award for Excellence in the Arts by her home state of Vermont.
Her latest novel for Clarion was The Same Stuff as Stars. She lives in Barre, Vermont, where part of
this story takes place. Katherine Paterson is the recipient of the 2006 Astrid Lindgren Memorial
Award, which celebrates her life's work. Claire Fletcher gained acclaim with her first picture book,
The Snow Angel.

Book Description: Bodley Head Children's Books, 1993. Hardcover. Book Condition: Very Good. An
EX LIBRARY copy in VERY GOOD condition.May have some library identification marks/stamps.
Daily dispatch from UK warehouse. This book is in VERY GOOD overall condition, showing only
light signs of previous ownership. Bookseller Inventory # mon0001366282

Book Description: Red Fox, 1997. Paperback. Book Condition: Very Good. Very Good condition with
no significant faults. Clearly used but very few minor defects. Will look good on your book case after
reading but may not be suitable as a present unless hard to find elsewhere SECURE DAILY
POSTING FROM UK. 30 DAY GUARANTEE. Bookseller Inventory # mon0000772699

Book Description: Red Fox, 1995. Paperback. Book Condition: Very Good. The Snow Angel (Red
Fox picture books) This book is in very good condition and will be shipped within 24 hours of
ordering. The cover may have some limited signs of wear but the pages are clean, intact and the
spine remains undamaged. This book has clearly been well maintained and looked after thus far.
Money back guarantee if you are not satisfied. See all our books here, order more than 1 book and
get discounted shipping. . Bookseller Inventory # W3-L1-R118M-07037

Book Description: Red Fox, 1997. Paperback. Book Condition: Good. The Snow Angel (Mini
Treasure) This book is in good or better condition. It has no tears to the pages and no pages will be
missing from the book. The spine of the book is still in great condition and the front cover is
generally unmarked. It has signs of previous use but overall is in really nice, tight condition. Shipping
is normally same day from our UK warehouse. We offer a money back guarantee if you are not
satisfied. Bookseller Inventory # W3-L1-R055J-06718

Book Description: Red Fox, 1997. Paperback. Book Condition: Good. 9780099220022 Will be
shipped promptly from UK warehouse. Book is in good condition with no missing pages, no damage
or soiling and tight spine. There may be some dog-eared pages showing previous use but overall a
great book. Bookseller Inventory # W3-L1-R055J-06718

Book Description: Lothrop Lee & Shepard. Hardcover. Book Condition: Very Good. 0688045693
Listed USED bc it has various wear to the cover or dust jacket edges and corners including possible
creases and rough edges and a price inside the cover-publishers mark- I ship FAST!. Bookseller
Inventory # SKU000018132

A book that has been read and does not look new, but is in excellent condition. No obvious damage
to the book cover, with the dust jacket (if applicable) included for hard covers. No missing or
damaged pages, no creases or tears, no underlining or highlighting of text, and no writing in the
margins. Some identifying marks on the inside cover, but this is minimal. Very little wear and tear.
See the sellerâ€™s listing for full details and description of any imperfections. See all condition
definitions- opens in a new window or tab



We are pleased to offer generous POSTAL DISCOUNTS to our UK customers buying more than
one book in a single transaction. Your first book will be Â£1.96 postage and any subsequent books
only Â£1.46. Simply add your choices to your basket and then checkout when you are ready. Many
of our books are listed as in VERY GOOD CONDITION. They are still second hand copies and will
have some signs of wear and usage. This may include some light spine or cover creasing and
yellowing to page edges, as well as other minor defects.

A friendly family run business on the outskirts of the city of Durham, in the United Kingdom. We
have around 500,000 books in stock and we pride ourselves on our attentive service levels and fast
dispatch of orders to our online customers. We are committed to deal ethically and fairly in all of our
business dealings and we endeavour to offer excellent value for money in all the products that we
supply. As one of the biggest used book sellers in the UK, we sell on all the main marketplaces in
the UK and worldwide and we have some of the highest feedback ratings from our Customers. 

We always promise to treat you fairly and courteously in all of our dealings and would ask for the
same in return. Emails are ALWAYS answered within 24 hours, so please just email in the rare
event of any problem. If you do email us, Please also check your spam filter for our reply as this
sometimes blocks your reply. Thank you. 

We are very proud that on all the markets we sell, we have some of the highest feedbacks, generally
99% to 100%! Your feedback is important to us and our business. If you have any questions,
queries or comments about the service you have received from us, please let us know via email, we
are always happy to help. 

Our books are available on most marketplaces around the world, and the software systems can take
a few minutes to update, so this means that on a rare occasion, someone may buy the book on
another marketplace just before you do and the system has not had time to remove it from sale on
the remaining markets, before you have also tried to purchase it. This is VERY rare, but if this is the
case, your order will be cancelled and your money refunded in full within 24 hours. 

By submitting your bid, you're committing to buy this item from the seller if you're the winning bidder.
You've read and agree to the Global Postage Programme terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. Import charges previously quoted are subject to change if you increase you
maximum bid amount.

1995 Trade paperback Very Good. The book has been read, but is in excellent condition. Pages are
intact and not marred by notes or highlighting. The spine remains undamaged. ... Trade paperback
(US). Glued binding. *****PLEASE NOTE: This item is shipping from an authorized seller in Europe.
In the event that a return is necessary, you will be able to return your item within the US. To learn
more about our European sellers and policies see the BookQuest FAQ section***** Read more
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